Comparing Two Motion Capture Marker Sets for Measuring Thumb Kinematics
Questions: is it possib
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INTRODUCTION
•
•

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Motion capture is widely used to study hand biomechanics.1, 2 However, a standardized marker set has not yet
emerged for studying the thumb.
Measuring thumb kinematics is challenging due to the small size of its bone segments and complexity of motions
enabled by its multi-degree-of-freedom joints.

OBJECTIVE: Examine differences in joint angles measured using two common
marker sets for measuring thumb kinematics.

The largest differences between joint angles measured by
each marker set occurred during the range of motion tasks.

Differences in measured joint angles were more apparent at
the MP and IP joints than the CMC joint.

•

In the MP joint, average percent error between marker sets was 7656%
in the abduction-adduction task and 26.5% in the lateral pinch task.

•

In the same joint, maximum difference between marker sets was 12.4°
in the abduction-adduction task and 3.9° in the lateral pinch tasks.

• In the flexion-extension task, average percent error between marker sets
was 3.5% in the CMC joint, 978.5% in the MP joint, and 162.6% in the
IP joint.

METHODS
Data Collection:
Motion capture data was recorded
with a 12 camera Vicon system
Ø One healthy female (age 21, height 160 cm,
54.4 kg) participated in this IRB-approved
study.
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Range of Motion Tasks4
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Processing:

Analysis:

Data processing was done using tools in
VICON and OpenSim

Data analysis was done using MatLab
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Ø Filtering: 4th order low-pass filter.
Fill marker gaps

Marker set selection
Complex marker set:
Simple marker set:
All markers
Markers were manually
chosen from complex set

Model Scaling3

Functional Tasks4

MP Joint
Abduction/Adduction

• In the same task, maximum difference between marker sets was 1.3° in
the CMC joint, 7.7° in the MP joint, and 29.6° in the IP joint.

Inverse Kinematics

Note: CMC-flexion has a different
y-axis to enable data visualization

Ø Analysis: Average percent error and
maximum difference between complex and
simple marker sets were calculated for each
task

CONCLUSION
• This study highlights the importance of marker set selection when analyzing thumb kinematics because calculated joint angles are affected by the marker
set used.
• Additional data recording more trials in a range of subjects is needed to understand the generalizability of the presented results and assess the ground truth
accuracy of the calculated joint angles.
• Future work will aim to determine when each marker set should (or should not) be used.
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